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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MARTIN VAN BUREN.
Having tendered these olive branches to his principal antagonists, each of whom he knew at the moment to be watching his course with sharpest inspection and with determination to make it as onerous to him as possible, he proceeded to we'ave into his speech the grave objection to the measure under consideration to which I have alluded, that of its amounting to an abandonment of the protective policy without security to the extensive interests that had grown up under it, and did so without exposing himself to the responsibility of specific allegations to that effect or a direct charge that it was so intended by its author. " He opposed the bill" he said, among many similar things, " because it seemed to yield the- constitutional power of protection "—because " in giving up specific duties and substituting ad valorem the bill had abandoned the policy of all wise governments and the policy of our own government and the policy always advocated ~by the /Senator from Kentucky;"—"he could not help thinking that panic had something to do with it and that if the South Carolina Ordinance and replevin law had not appeared this bill would never have appeared in the Senate," &c. &c. These are fair samples of the propositions and insinuations which pervaded the speech. The intelligent reader will find in it continued and unmistakable traces of an effort on one hand to impute to Mr. Clay the design of abandoning the protective system, for the purpose of tran-quilizing and conciliating the milliners and on the other to avoid embroiling his personal relations with Mr. Clay by charging that intention too plainly, and I do not doubt that, with all his caution, he resumed his seat under the strongest apprehension that he had gone too far.
But Mr. Webster was ignorant of what was passing in Mr. Clay's mind at the moment. Deeply impressed as the latter doubtless was with a conviction of the importance of the service he was about to render to the country and anxious to perform it, that was not the only and, it is not uncharitable to suppose, the most engrossing-matter that occupied his attention. He had ascertained the cost, had "counted noses," and knew that a sufficient settlement of the . disturbance by which the fears of the people in every quarter of the Union had been excited was in his hands and could not be prevented by anything Mr. Webster could say or do. Without misgiving, therefore, as to immediate results he was less sensitive as to what was going on before his eyes while his thoughts and feelings were chiefly occupied with the plan concocted between Mr. Bicldle and himself for a renewed struggle on behalf of the bank and for the success of his party widely differing both in principle and in mode of operation from that which had ended so disastrously. That was a matter into which there is every reason to believe, Mr, Webster

